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As one of the world’s leading manufacturers of metal composite
materials, ALCOPLA is committed to producing the highest quality
products and customer service. We are proud to offer products with
a large range of capabilities, specialized finishes, and surfaces.
ALCOPLA is registered trademark of Xxentria Technology Material Company,
based in Taiwan. ALCOPLA was first introduced by Xxentria in 1996. After
a nearly a decade of working together with designers, engineers, and
contractors, Xxentria became a publically listed company in 2003 and
continues to invest in coating and lamination lines to meet market demands.
Today, ALCOPLA products are used worldwide.

Toreo Commercial Center
Toreo Commercial Center is scheduled to open in 2015 in Mexico City, D.F., Mexico. ALCOPLA panels are used throughout the interior and exterior facades. Toreo
will be the one of the largest commercial centers in Mexico.

ALCOPLA products are produced at the same facilities, guaranteeing high
quality and turnaround time, and exceptional service. Raw materials are
sourced locally, allowing complete quality control from start to finish.
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Lab-Ready Testing
Equipment On Site

Torre World Plaza in Mexico City D.F., Mexico

Turning ideas into structures
ALCOPLA’s range of colors, finishes, textures, and shapes can
inspire ideas into structures. Flexibility meets durability as
ALCOPLA products continue to perform well over their lifetime.

“This area of Mexico City has
transformed into a area that meets
environmental function...where
Mexico City’s modern economy
could prosper.”
- Translated from ENLACE Arquitectura & Diseño, January 2005

In-house coil coating opens up a
range of possibilities and finishes not
available with any other manufacturer
Our in-house coil-coating and lamination lines offer the greatest
product flexibility. We are able to create any shape, any length, and
customize sizes and colors as per your specifications—all in under
the same roof. The choice is in your hands.

Exceptional products delivered to
you with exceptional service
From production to delivery, ALCOPLA’s customer service team
is there to make sure your product is made according to your
specifications, shipped on time, and delivered to your facilities.
We take pride and responsibility in our products to ensure the
process runs smoothly into your hands.
With over 20 years experience in the architectural and metals industry, ALCOPLA
products are trusted and reliable. We look to build long-term relationships with our
customers and discover new possibilities together.

Alcopla Can Do Anything
Nunc odio turpis, pretium eu sem a, aliquet semper
leo. Ut sit amet urna erat. Morbi pharetra ac neque eu
sollicitudin.

